
Vampires & Ritual Violence 

I have to disagree with ’The Psychologist’ Journalist Ella Rhodes who wrote: ‘Thankfully, our only real 

vampire-related fear these days is the potential for another Twilight novel.’   

‘Sucking blood’ is arguably the most central aspect of ‘Vampire’ activity. This exactly was part of the 

Ritual Violence that Albert and Carole Hickman (originally from Bridgend) were convicted of: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2922055/Black-magic-couple-sucked-11-year-old-s-blood-

husband-repeatedly-raped-jailed-total-34-years.html 

Reportedly Mrs Hickman used a 'bejewelled knife' to cut an eleven year old girl's thumb and suck 

blood. I found a strange comfort in this very ‘simple’ revelation as I had been left wondering about 

the meaning of disclosures in a formal PTSD assessment session where a survivor of Ritual Satanic 

Abuse (SRA) rattled off 67 traumas in just 10 minutes including ‘Drinking stuff that looks like blood’, 

‘People, parents trying to go on about sucking my own blood’ followed by ‘Or trying to bite other 

children that's kind of traumatic’. 

Psychology Professor Chris French falsely claims ‘there is a consensus among scientists studying 

memory that traumatic events are more likely to be remembered than forgotten’ and argues that 

victims of extreme abuse should report this to the police: 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/nov/18/satanic-child-abuse-false-memories-scotland 

However in the instance above authority representatives ‘pounced’ on the mother’s attempt to 

make a police report about a sexual assault on her toddler including a disclosure of giving birth to a 

baby at age 13/14 that ‘disappeared’ (Kurz, 2015). A cabal of police officers, social workers, 

psychiatrists and psychologists colluded with inadequate legal personnel to wrestle custody of the 

child from the mother. How could that happen? Apparently a police officer set a ‘trap’ by instructing 

the mother, using ‘mind control’ techniques that exploited ‘twice exceptional’ ability patterns (Kurz, 

2016), to delay reporting of any assault by several weeks. 

Recently I met someone who experienced in California the shenanigans of what she referred to as a 

‘Vampire Cult’ run under the cover of a Lutherian Church. Apparently it was a branch of the ‘Temple 

of Set’, an occult group founded by Lt. Col. Michael Aquino, formerly a high ranking US Army officer, 

who broke away from Anton LaVey’s Church of Satan.  

Mind Control and Child Abuse researcher Max Spiers who recently was found dead in Poland 

reportedly investigated the Presidio scandal that implicated Aquino and current abuse rings: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3845622/British-conspiracy-theorist-dead-sofa-Poland-

investigating-alleged-Army-pedophilia-ring-just-death.html 

The Hickmans were previously convicted in 1982 of extreme child abuse. Their recent conviction was 

only achieved in a second trial which benefited from police records showing that the complainant 

reported the abuse in the 1970’ies. Nevertheless nowadays many protective parents (usually 

mothers) are hounded by ‘make disbelieve’ public sector cabals when they actually try to report 

disclosures of their children. They are routinely accused of ‘coaching’ their children or ‘lying’ – their 

off-spring gets allocated to profitable ‘long-time foster carer’ e.g. with the sister of the alleged 

abuser (so abuse continues…). On the flipside I got knowledge of several ‘make believe’ cases where 

authority representatives took children into care on spurious grounds or ‘voluntary section 20 

arrangements’ only for those children to seemingly ‘fabricate’ allegations of sexual abuse by their 

biological family – ‘Mind Control’? Remember that a child in care costs the tax payer about £50k per 
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year of which 40% goes (tax-free) to the foster carers with privatised agencies racking up huge 

profits. 

Satanist Ian Watkins got convicted of sexually abusing toddlers (Kurz, 2014). Colin Batley got 

convicted of running a satanic cult and sexually abusing a minor. Naturally it is very difficult to 

investigate such cases so that these convictions literally represent only the ‘tip of the ice berg’. 

‘Use of blood in abuse’ was frequently endorsed in the Extreme Abuse Survey (Karriker et al, 2015) a 

307 page report of which can be downloaded free-of-charge from the excellent website of US 

Clinical Psychologist Ellen Lacter which also has a good section on mind control: 

http://endritualabuse.org/about/mind-control-simple-to-complex/ 
 

The strategic imperative for the British Psychological Society is ‘Promoting Excellence in Psychology’. 

This aim could be furthered by reporting courageously about Ritual Violence, in my view the biggest 

evil in society. The insidious drip-feed of misinformation that plays into the hand of the vested 

interests is counter-productive. 
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